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Proceedings edited by Bevan Grant and Richard Pringle, University of
Waikato. OUT OF PRINT
Perceptions of social interaction in leisure - Christopher Auld
Communication: the leisure studies essential - Gaye Barton
Reflections on a leisure studies practical programme - John Broadhurst
Visitor risk management: an Australian application - Terry Brown
Getting to the heart of leisure experiences: the promise of interpretive
interactionism - Toni Bruce
Leisure as process and change: taking action through research -Josephine
Burden
Vulnerable adults attending public sports and leisure centres: participation
levels and perceptions of service quality - Gary Crilley, Duncan Murray &
Kathy Kelly
Maori netball in Aotearoa/New Zealand. "Tu ora, tu kaha, tu mana, tu
Maori - be healthy, be fit,be proud, be Maori" - Riri Ellis, Lee-Ann Sperling
& Nicole Toma-Dryden
Measuring management performance and visitor experience : a 'work in
progress' - Rebekah Gomez-Fort
Men's health in disarray - Carl Gordon
New Zealand Regional Sports Trusts: leisure advocates - Lyn Gunson
The Australian family at leisure: values and conflicts in participation Maureen Harrington &Barry Bell
The application of theory in praxis - the contribution of an intern
programme to a course of leisure studies - Lisa Hayes
I will always be a Chinese man: migration and its effects on the lives of
Chinese males - Ray Hibbins
Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity of primary school children - YiChing Huang, Y u-Hsiu Kao & Tsung-Chih Lin
The practice of sport spectatorship: desire, pleasure, meaning and motility
- W. Bruce James
The politics of recreation policy: a case study of crown land policy-making
in NSW - John Jenkins
Australian blokes and their cars - Rebecca Johinke
Determinants of exercise behaviour in young adults - Yu-Hsiu Kao & YiChing Huang
Safe leisure space for lesbians - Rachel Kirkbride & Clare Simpson
Community involvement in sport and exercise - Robert Kirkby
Leisure experience of Korean college students studying in the United
States - Chul Won Lee & Hyun Kun Shin
Getting it right: the influence of social time on women's leisure constraints Donna Little
Young people and leisure without work: are there gender differences in
adaptation? - Francis Lobo
Ansett Australia North West Games: a key community event - Heather
MacGowan



















Streetsport: a positive leisure experience for young indigenous Australians
- Heather MacGowan
Recreating rural spaces: the case of Dairyland - Juliana Mansvelt
The role of context in dictating perceptions of leisure and work: rehearsal
and performance scenarios - Sally Methven & Duncan Murray
A cultural awareness workshop: Aboriginal perspectives in a leisure
studies curriculum - Delvene Parkin
The relationship between leisure boredom and youth suicide in rural
Australia - Ian Patterson & Shane Pegg
The importance of leadership in therapeutic recreation programmes for
outpatient consumers of a mental health service in regional Australia Shane Pegg & Ian Patterson
Cultural and environmental benefits of indigenous outdoor recreation and
education - Kim Polistina
Community influencing characteristics and tourism development - Harold
Richins
Leisure and spirituality: defined, but often forgotten - Christopher Schmidt
Perceptions of role ambiguity amongst chairpersons and CEOs of
Queensland state sporting organisations - John Schulz
The 'new women' as an identity for nineteenth century female cyclists Clare Simpson
Outdoor recreation and environmental justice: an application in GIS Michael Tarrant & Gary Green
Distance education in outdoor recreation and leisure studies - Michael
Tarrant & Gary Green
A proposed model for examining determinants of regular participation in
active recreation - Eva H. Tsai
An application of the phenomenographic approach to exploring variations
in people's experiences of the meanings of leisure - Mike Watkins
Reflections on researchers' ways of conceptualising the study of leisure
meanings - Mike Watkins
Nature for sale: the case for decommodifying outdoor education and
interpretation- Stephen Wearing & Michael Labone

